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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy was submitted to the Secretary of
State in July 2013. The submission version of the Plan included policies that
support the delivery of housing and employment development. It also included
proposals for the phased release of Green Belt where necessary to deliver
elements of these requirements up to 2028 and beyond.

1.2

Accompanying the submission version of the Plan were a range of technical
and supporting documents. These included the Infrastructure Delivery Plan1
(IDP) which outlines the existing infrastructure provision in Knowsley, the
need for additional infrastructure, and plans and programmes for provision of
such infrastructure.

1.3

Following initial hearings in 2013 the Inspector published his Interim Findings
document in January 2014. In summary, these indicated that there was an
insufficient supply of sites in Knowsley‟s current urban area to meet housing
needs over the 5 years up to 31 March 2018 and to meet specified
employment needs.

1.4

To address this issue the Council outlined a series of „proposed modifications‟
to the submitted version of the Plan to allow for the early release of sites from
the Green Belt to allow for development to be delivered as required to meet
identified needs. These modifications to the Plan made provision for the
allocation of the proposed Green Belt sites so that they would be available for
development from adoption of the Plan. These sites are referred to as
„Sustainable Urban Extensions (or „SUEs‟).

1.5

The Council consulted on these modifications from 19 September to 14
November 2014. As part of this consultation process comments were received
from a neighbouring authority, St Helens Council. Whilst St Helens did not
raise concerns about the principle of Green Belt release at a previous stage of
consultation, these representations raised concerns about a perceived lack of
information regarding the impacts of immediate Green Belt release on St
Helens. These concerns specifically relate to the „Land South of Whiston and
Land South of M62‟ SUE (hereafter referred to as the „South Whiston SUE‟)
and the associated proposed Core Strategy Policy SUE 2c. These concerns
principally relate to the perceived highway and educational pressures the
development of the South Whiston SUE will place on infrastructure in St
Helens.

1.6

This Technical Note has been produced to supplement the Council‟s current
evidence and address concerns raised by St Helens. The Note will also
provide a basis to support the delivery of existing policy provisions via the
development management process in relation to the delivery of education
provision to support new development in Knowsley. These policies are:


1

Policy SUE 2 ‟Sustainable Urban Extensions – Development Principles‟;

Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Version 2), (Knowsley Council, 2012)

1
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Policy SUE 2c „Sustainable Urban Extension – South of Whiston and
Land South of M62‟; and
Policy CS27 „Planning and Paying for New Infrastructure‟

Whilst this document undertakes a review of potential educational
requirements resulting from proposed development in Knowsley it cannot
categorically state how many additional pupils will be introduced to the
Borough as a result of house building. This is because the number of new
pupils introduced to an area is subject to a number of variables, some of
which cannot be precisely modelled at the current time. These include, but are
not limited to, factors such as:




rate of development (or „build out‟) of new development up to 2028;
number of new Knowsley residents and children of school age that will
occupy new dwellings; and
future parental choices regarding school attendance.

1.8

The Note provides a partial update to the Council‟s IDP (2012) which provides
an audit of education facilities operating in Knowsley at the time of publication.
However, since 2012 there has been further change in Knowsley‟s education
system with the conversion to Academy status of two secondary schools and
one primary school, and the closure of one secondary school (see para 2.14).
This closure and general changes in the calculation of school capacity2 have
resulted in a reduction in school places at secondary level from 8190 in 2013,
to 7273 places in 2014.

1.9

It is noted that St Helens Council also raise issues relating to the highway
network in their consultation response. These comments have been
addressed separately via the South of Whiston and Land South of M62 –
Analysis of Highway Impacts Study (Stage 1)3. The Council has also
programmed a „Stage 2‟ to this work which will be developed alongside the
proposed Supplementary Planning Documentary (SPD) for this area. Stage 2
will identify indicative transport mitigation measures and associated costs
based on evidence of projected transport pressure in the future. The Council
has also agreed a Statement of Common Ground4 with Highways England5 to
address highway concerns relating to the strategic road network.

1.10 Whilst this report focuses on cross boundary implications for St Helens
Council, it is noted that there may be a limited number of additional pupils
travelling to other Local Authority areas as a result of the growth proposed by
the Local Plan. However, these numbers are not expected to be significant
enough to warrant detailed review at this stage (see section 4 of this report for
further information).
2

Where schools change the usage of a room, e.g. from a teaching space to a technology suite, it will
alter the resulting National Curriculum Assessment (NCA) calculation.
3
South of Whiston and Land South of the M62 – Analysis of Highway Impacts Study (Stage 1), (Mott
MacDonald, 2015) (AD62).
4
Statement of Comment Ground - KMBC and Highways Agency (Knowsley Council and Highway
Agency, 2014) (AD59)
5
Formerly known as the Highways Agency

2
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1.11 Site-specific considerations for other SUEs (or other major development sites
in Knowsley) can be dealt with via the normal development management
process. The South Whiston SUE has been identified within this assessment
for detailed consideration on the basis of its scale, its close proximity to
education infrastructure within St Helens and the concerns raised by St
Helens Council via the Local Plan consultation process. The emerging Core
Strategy (see Policy SUE 2a) also recognises that the development of this site
is likely to require additional primary school places. This report seeks to
support this approach, having regard to the most up to date information
available and limitations in projecting pupil numbers over a 15 year timeframe.
1.12 This document utilises an assessment of anticipated housing delivery based
on evidence derived from the Strategic Housing Land Availability (SHLAA)
process to project the resultant potential number of school pupils across
Knowsley in future years up to 2028. These potential additional pupil numbers
are then related to existing pupil projections, school capacity and existing
school take up projections.
1.13 Data from St Helens Council has also been included in this report‟s
assessments. The information has been used to identify any cross-border
movement of pupils between Knowsley and St Helens. This information also
allows for a more detailed site-specific assessment of educational pressures
associated with the delivery of the South Whiston SUE within the Prescot /
Whiston (Knowsley) and Rainhill (St Helens) areas.
1.14 The research within this report is then used to identify potential pressure on
school places across the borough and in the Rainhill area of St Helens.
Finally, future pupil numbers and associated pressures are utilised to identify
any potential need for primary and secondary schools across Knowsley.

3
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2.

Knowsley Educational Context

2.1

This section outlines the current educational infrastructure in Knowsley.

2.2

Knowsley Council, as the Local Education Authority (LEA), has recently
completed a number of plans for the improvement of education facilities
across Knowsley. The two principal strategies in this context are:



2.3

Primary Capital Programme; and
Future Schooling in Knowsley.

Knowsley Council as LEA operate a number of schools in the Borough
including secondary, primary and special school provision. In addition to this
function, the Council also provides learning services for non-school age
residents.
Education Planning Areas (School Collaborative Areas)

2.4

Knowsley‟s schools are grouped together from an operational and monitoring
perspective in geographical clusters. These are called „education planning
areas‟. Within each of these areas primary schools formally collaborate,
sharing resources and expertise based on the communities they serve.
Secondary schools also fall within these „collaborative areas‟ from a
geographical perspective and form what is termed „secondary assets‟ which
work in partnership with nearby primary schools.

2.5

The following paragraphs outline the number of primary and secondary
schools across Knowsley. The report then outlines the following headline
attributes for each collaborative area disaggregated by primary and secondary
schools:







The general composition of schools (i.e. whether they are „voluntary
aided‟ faith schools or community schools6)
Cumulative existing gross capacity7;
Number on Roll (NoR) (or „currently attending‟);
Existing surplus / deficit position based on existing capacity and NoR;
Any schools that are currently above the 25% surplus capacity threshold
set by the DfE for monitoring purposes8; and
Schools that are currently experiencing significant pressure for places, as
they are currently oversubscribed and/or due to increasing birth rates in
the vicinity.

6

Voluntary aided describes the governance structure for faith schools which can include religious
background as an admissions criteria.
7
This information is derived from the School Capacity and Places data return that was submitted to
the DfE in Autumn 2014.
8
Although 25% surplus capacity is used by the DfE for monitoring purposes, other site-specific factors
also affect how a school operates with surplus capacity. Schools above 25% surplus capacity are
expected to manage space and admissions to minimise financial impact and are not necessarily
under threat of closure or amalgamation.

4
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The geographical coverage of these collaborative areas in Knowsley are
described below:




Northern Education Planning Area: comprising Kirkby township area.
Central Education Planning Area: comprising Huyton, Stockbridge and
Knowsley Village.
Southern Education Planning Area: comprising Halewood, Prescot,
Whiston and Cronton Village.

Primary Schools
2.6

Knowsley has 49 primary schools, including Catholic, Church of England
(CofE) and community schools.

2.7

The southern planning area consists of the Halewood, Prescot and Whiston
township areas and Cronton village. The area contains 16 primary schools, of
which six are in the Community sector, five are Voluntary Aided (VA) Catholic
Schools and one is a VA CofE school.

2.8

In cumulative the primary schools within the southern planning area have
3957 pupils on roll (or „currently attending‟) and 4333 places. Therefore, the
southern area operates an overall surplus of 9%. Furthermore, no local
schools are above the 25% surplus capacity threshold. It is also noted that no
primary schools are currently experiencing significant pressure for places.

2.9

The central planning area consists of the Huyton, Stockbridge and Knowsley
Village. The central collaborative area contains 22 primary schools,
comprising nine in the community sector, 12 VA Catholic Schools and one VA
CofE school.

2.10 In cumulative the central area has 5149 pupils on roll and 6060 places within
its primary school provision. Therefore the area operates an overall surplus of
15%, 5 schools are above the 25% surplus capacity threshold. This area has
the largest population of the 3 primary planning areas and also has the
highest concentration of surplus capacity.
2.11 The northern planning area consists of the Kirkby township area and contains
12 primary schools, six in the Community sector, 5 Voluntary Aided Catholic
Schools and one VC CofE school.
2.12 In cumulative the northern collaborative area comprises 3192 pupils on roll
and 3563 places. Therefore the area operates an overall surplus of 10%.
Within the northern area there are currently no schools above the 25% surplus
capacity threshold though one is approaching it (Westvale Community
Primary with 24% surplus places). There are also no schools experiencing
significant pressure for places.

5
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Secondary Schools
2.13 Knowsley currently has six secondary schools which have been remodelled
as part of the Knowsley Future Schooling programme (part of the national
Building Schools for the Future programme). These are:







All Saints Catholic High School;
Halewood Academy;
Lord Derby Academy;
Kirkby High School;
Knowsley Part Centre for Learning; and
St Edmund Arrowsmith Catholic Centre for Learning.

2.14 A seventh Secondary School, Christ the King Joint Faith Learning Centre was
closed in August 2013 due to falling pupil numbers following a Department of
Education (DfE) decision on the short term financial viability of the school.
2.15 The secondary schools sector has 22% surplus places across the authority,
which decreases to 17% when sixth form populations are included. Currently
no single area of the Borough has significant pressure for places with excess
supply concentrated in the Huyton and Halewood areas of Knowsley. Excess
supply in these areas is currently being reviewed.
2.16 At May 2014, three schools exceeded the 25% surplus capacity threshold
monitored by the DfE:


Halewood Academy (formerly Halewood Centre for Learning) – 36%
Surplus, however the capacity includes space for sixth form, with these
pupils included surplus is at 27% .



Lord Derby’s Academy (Formerly Huyton Arts and Sports Centre for
Leaning) – 31% Surplus. The school site has a separate Learning Hub
predating the new building which the authority has previously considered
taking out of school use. If this proposal were to proceed it would reduce
the surplus capacity at this school.



Kirkby High Academy (Formerly Kirkby Sports Centre for Leaning) –
30% Surplus. Surplus reached 23% in 2013 as larger Y11 (year group 11)
cohorts have been replaced with smaller Y7 intakes. 2015 is expected to
be the lowest intake as local Y6 cohort numbers begin to increase steadily
over the next 5-6 years.

2.17 Each of the above mentioned secondary schools are academies, therefore
responsibility for continuing work to reduce surplus has now passed to the
Academy governing body. However, the Council continues to work
constructively with these organisations in order to ensure the future
sustainability of these schools.

6
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Special Educational Needs
2.18 The Council operates five special schools which provide specialise staff
catering for children and young people with Special Educational Needs and/or
Disabilities (SEND). These are located throughout the Borough and include
primary and secondary education provision. The facilities include:






Alt Bridge Secondary Support Centre;
Finch Woods Academy;
Knowsley Central Primary Support Centre;
Meadow Park School; and
Bluebell Park School.

2.20 A plan illustrating the spatial distribution of Knowsley primary, secondary and
special schools is available at Appendix 1.

7
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3.

Methodology

3.1

This section of the report outlines the methodology utilised by the Council in
projecting future pupil numbers across Knowsley. This section also describes
the methodology for identifying any cross-boundary educational implications
associated with development at the South of Whiston and Land South of the
M62 SUE.
Pupil Projections and impact of new housing

3.2

Pupil projections for planning local school places are updated on an annual
basis and are submitted to the Department for Education (DfE) as a part of
the statutory School Capacity and Places return. The latest submission to the
DfE was finalised in autumn 2014, and the analysis provided here is based on
these projections.

3.3

In the last decade the above mentioned pupil projections have not taken into
account the potential impact from new housing developments. This is due to it
being considered that historic building rates in Knowsley have not been
sufficiently large (in cumulative) to impact on demand for school places at the
township level; comparison of historic projections and actual cohort numbers
has shown this to be accurate. Furthermore, historically Knowsley‟s education
system (particularly the secondary sector) has operated with a notable degree
of surplus capacity which reduced the need for detailed consideration of
potential new developments.

3.4

However, this situation has changed in recent years following the strategic
review of provision and school revitalisation programmes (i.e. BSF, Future
Schooling Knowsley) which have sought, in part, to rationalise provision in
both the primary and secondary sector.

3.5

On the basis of proposed land allocations9 emerging through the Local Plan
process, in cumulative with existing urban development sites10, it is
considered that there is a sufficiently large number of potential new
households to warrant further investigation of future pupil demand at this
stage.

3.6

Due to the significant number of proposed new household and recent
rationalisation of education provision there may be an impact on demand for
places within individual communities and/or for specific schools.

3.7

For the purposes of this assessment, the baseline pupil projections (as
submitted to the DfE in 2014) have been amended to also include potential
pupil yields across Knowsley areas as a result of future housing development.

9

Referred to as Sustainable Urban Extensions
Comprising sites currently being build out, with extant planning permission or vacant sites potential
for housing development as identified by the SHLAA process
10

8
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Converting new households to new pupils (how many households are families
new to the area?)
3.8

When including proposed housing developments as an element in pupil
projections we must consider a number of factors, such as „containment rates‟.
These rates refer to the proportion of residents that are from outside the
borough that initially occupy new build properties in Knowsley.

3.9

The containment rate is important as each new build property in Knowsley will
not typically return one new household per unit as many will be newly forming
families from existing Knowsley residents. Another important issue to consider
is that families with school age children typically make up only one in three
house moves.

3.10

Council Tax records for address changes across Knowsley in the last six years
show that 65% of movers have a previous Knowsley address.

3.11

To supplement this information a sample of housing sites were selected so
that they could be investigated in further detail. These sample sites were
selected on the basis that they include an example from each of Knowsley‟s
township areas and comprises one „non-standard‟ development of retirement
apartments. All the schemes are now fully complete, therefore an assessment
of each development, as a whole, can be completed. A schedule listing the
four identified samples sites is available at Appendix 2.

3.12

In cumulative the sample sites comprise 380 dwellings built. When these
dwellings between 2004 and 2010 are considered; only 38% of movers had a
previous address in Knowsley, meaning 62% of movers were potentially new
to the Borough.

3.13

However, some of this 62% will be people who already live in the area but are
not registered for Council Tax (maybe moving following a family break up, or
when young adults leave the family home). The Liverpool City Region
Strategic Housing Analysis11 found that 20% of brand new households are
formed within the Merseyside area by people already resident within the
immediate community, potentially moving for such reasons.

3.14

Therefore, if we assume 20% of our 62% estimate of potential new moves will
not be new Knowsley residents, it reduces this figure to approximately 50%.

3.15

Overall, whilst there is evidence from both previous Census-based analysis
and current Council Tax records that containment is between 65%-68%, we
should consider that evidence specifically related to new developments
suggests that this might be as low as 50%.

3.16 This would mean that of all new dwellings, 50% would yield new households to
the Borough. To reflect this, a containment rate of 50% has been applied to
the yield from identified housing sites.
11

Liverpool City Region Strategic Housing Analysis (Mott Macdonald, 2011)

9
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Pupil yields, how many school aged children per household can we expect?
3.17

The number of pupils anticipated per household has been calculated using a
robust methodology as outlined above. However, in undertaking such an
exercise the following limitations are apparent:




Historical yields from all new build housing sites cannot be robustly
utilised as too few developments of sufficient size and composition (i.e.
large scale, market housing schemes) have been completed in the
previous 15 years to give a useable rate per household that reflects
known recent trends in birth rates and family size.
Historical trends in the demand for school places split on the basis of faith
based and community school admissions do not take into account the
proportion of admissions to schools based on the faith of the child‟s family
as schools do not collect this data on a reliable basis and community data
available depends upon outdated census information.

3.18 For the purposes of this assessment household growth to 2028 has been
based on the evidence base of Knowsley‟s emerging Local Plan Core
Strategy. The Local Plan Core Strategy comprises the Council‟s emerging
planning strategy for Knowsley and outlines the quantum of growth to be
delivered in Knowsley up to 2028 and beyond. The evidence base for the
Local Plan, specifically the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA)12, represents a robust assessment of deliverable and available
housing sites across Knowsley, ranging from sites currently being built out, to
those with planning permission and those with potential for housing
development. Furthermore, the SHLAA process includes a „risk assessment‟
to account for non-delivery of sites which may otherwise be expected to yield
new housing. This „risk assessment‟ has been tested through public
consultation and the examination of Knowsley‟s Local Plan. It is therefore
considered to be the most robust assessment of potential future housing
growth in Knowsley.
3.19 The anticipated pupil yield for this anticipated new housing capacity has been
calculated as follows:




There where 20,782 school aged children in approximately 62000
households in the borough in 2014, this equates to 0.34 school aged
pupils per household.
On this basis, for example, 2000 new households will yield 680
additional school aged children.
When calculating additional forms of entry we divide this by the number
of year groups in compulsory education (Reception to Year 11), 680/12
equals a yearly cohort (or „year group‟) of 57 additional children across
the whole borough

12

Knowsley Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) (2013 Update) (as subsequently
amended and including proposed Sustainable Urban Extensions) (Knowsley Council, 2013)
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With seven cohorts at primary level and five at secondary, we can
estimate 399 new primary aged pupils and 285 new secondary aged
pupils.

Cross Border Pupil Admissions
3.20 Due to the potential cross boundary implications of future development within
the South Whiston SUE engagement has been undertaken with St Helens
Council. This has included an initial scoping meeting to discuss the authority‟s
concerns13, data sharing to facilitate the robust assessment of cross boundary
pupil flows and consultation on this document in draft form prior to completion.
3.21 In order to calculate the impact of new development in the Whiston and
Prescot area on cross border admissions to schools in St Helens, Knowsley
Council sought advice and support from St Helens Council „Admissions and
Pupil Place Planning‟ department. Furthermore, data from St Helens Council
has fed directly into the projection models used within this assessment.
3.22 Cross border pupil flows and future demand for places at schools on either
side of the Knowsley / St Helens boundary have taken into account a number
of trends from data sources. These sources include data provided by St
Helens including ward level Live Birth numbers; current capacity and numbers
on roll per school, and postcode level National Curriculum Year (NCY) per
school.

13

As raised in St Helens Council‟s response to the Knowsley Local Plan Core Strategy (Proposed
Modifications) consultation.
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4.

Research Findings

4.1

The section of the report presents the research findings of this exercise. This
section discusses the current baseline position for primary and secondary
school provision and projected future demand excluding any assumptions
around future housing growth (i.e. “policy off” growth). The report then draws
from data derived from the Council‟s emerging Local Plan and associated
evidence base14 to developer a further, “policy on” scenario.
Factors Influencing Borough-wide School Admissions

4.2

The number of Knowsley pupils making the transition from Knowsley primary
school to Knowsley secondary school has seen a decline in recent years. This
is principally due to a lower proportion of primary pupils taking up an offer in a
Knowsley secondary school than in previous admissions cycles. As a result
3,642 Knowsley children of secondary school age attended schools outside of
the Borough in 2014.

4.3

The fall in Knowsley secondary school admissions has accelerated the natural
decline in Knowsley pupil population that has occurred due to the lower
number of available pupils as smaller age cohorts (i.e. year groups) advance
through the education system. Current school cohorts (born between
September 1999 and August 2004) result from an average of 1,815 births per
year in Knowsley, this has increased 5% to an average of 1,908 births per
year for the period September 2008 to August 2013.

4.4

Increasing birth rates from 2001 onwards are yet to have their full impact and
the Borough‟s secondary school population is expected to decline further in
the next few years before stabilised cohort numbers filter through to
secondary schools from 2016 onwards.

4.5

Knowsley has experienced overall negative net migration over the previous 5+
years and a specific decline in the 20-45 year age groups between the 2001
and 2011 census. Comparing the 2011 Census figures to Mid Year Population
Estimates released by ONS for 2012 shows a year on year loss of 659 young
people between the ages of 10 and 19. This represents a significant number
in a comparatively small (from a total population perspective) authority such
as Knowsley. Between 2012 and 2013 the loss of population slowed
significantly, should this trend continue it will go some way to halting the rise
of surplus places, particularly among children of secondary school age.

4.6

Over the last five years delivery of new housing has been comparatively slow
in Knowsley. This is consistent with housing delivery nationally following the
economic slow-down in 2008. This is reflected by the Council‟s Local Plan
Monitoring Report15 which shows that the Council has consistently fallen short
of its emerging housing target for 450 net additional dwellings per annum.
This slow growth of new households has been spread across the entire

14

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment – 2013 Update (Knowsley Council, 2013)
(including subsequent amends)
15
Knowsley Local Plan Monitoring Report 2014 (Knowsley Council, 2014)
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Borough. Furthermore, during the last decade no developments have
occurred with numbers sufficient to require planning for new school places.
4.7

Huyton and Halewood are the areas most affected by a fall in the retention of
Primary pupils into the Secondary sector, both being on the border of
Liverpool and forming a part of the continuation of the built up areas in
neighbouring local authorities. Competition with Liverpool schools and excess
supply of places in Southern and East Liverpool has accelerated the decline in
retention of pupils as a planned rationalisation in Liverpool was put on hold
during the review of the BSF programme, resulting in a higher cap on
admissions than anticipated in previous planning rounds.

4.8

These „policy on‟ scenarios are considered to be the most robust way forward
in projecting future pupil numbers in Knowsley.
Borough-wide Primary School Pupils Numbers – Existing Trends and
Projections

4.9

Following significant decline since the mid 1990‟s the primary school
population has begun to stabilise in accordance with a leveling off of „live birth‟
trends.

4.10 The existing average surplus across the primary school sector is 12% across
the Knowsley Borough. This represents a reduction from 14% in 2013. Five
primary schools currently have in excess of 25% surplus places, compared to
9 in 2013. A further 5 primary schools have a surplus of between 15% and
25%, this compares to 9 between 15-25% surplus in 2013.
4.11 Table 4.1 presents the projected potential additional number of primary school
pupils as a result of development via the Local Plan process. In cumulative it
is found that across the Borough no additional primary school places should
be required by 2028. However, this does not take into account concentration
of increased numbers in specific areas, such as Prescot and Whiston.

13
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Table 4.1: Knowsley Primary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of
SUEs ONLY
2028
Pupil
Projection
2028 (Local
Plan Growth)

Notes

Boroughwide
Number of
Pupils

Borough-wide
Ave number of
Pupils per
cohort (year
group)
2,000

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

13,981

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

12,425

1,775

2020 projections rolled forward. Data is
not available to project further.

12,677

1,811

Additional projected pupil demand for
Sustainable Urban Extensions

567

8116

Projected NoR plus Local Plan growth.
Including all SHLAA sites and
Sustainable Urban Extensions

13,804

1,972

4.12 Subsequent sections of this report will consider what this projected increase in
primary school pupil numbers may mean spatially and for educational
infrastructure requirements in Knowsley in the future.
Borough-wide Secondary School Pupils Numbers - Existing Trends and
Projections
4.13 In Knowsley the secondary schools sector currently has 22% surplus places
across the authority, which decreases to 17% when sixth form pupils are
considered in cumulative. Existing evidence also shows that no single
township area has significant pressure for places. Currently the majority of
excess secondary school supply is concentrated in the Huyton and Halewood
areas of Knowsley. This excess supply is monitored annually as part of the
monitoring process required by the DfE.
4.14

16

Knowsley as a whole will experience a fall in secondary school numbers into
2015-2016. Currently there is no spatial pattern concerning the availability of
places. An anticipated increase in future admissions will be dependent upon
individual school trends, which will be subject to localised pressures resulting

More than 50% of additional demand generated in Whiston.
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from, for example, new development in close proximity to existing school sites
and parental choice.
4.15

On the basis of the housing land supply data considered by this report, Table
4.2 presents the projected potential additional number of secondary school
pupils as a result of proposed development. In cumulative it is found that
across the Borough no additional secondary school places are likely to be
required by 2028. However, this does not take into account concentration of
increased numbers in specific areas.
Table 4.2: Knowsley Secondary Schools - Baseline Education
Projections and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing Number
on Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on Role
(NOR) (2028)
Impact of SUEs
ONLY 2028
Pupil Projection
2028 (Local Plan
Growth)

Boroughwide
Number
of Pupils

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

7,330

Boroughwide Number
of Pupils per
cohort (year
group)
1,466

Existing number of pupils
occupying school places at 2014

5,527

1,105

2020 projections rolled forward.
Data is not available to project
further.

5,482

1,096

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

405

81

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban
Extensions

6,287

1,257

Primary and Secondary School Pupil Number Projections by Township
4.16

This section of the report discusses projections for primary and secondary
school pupil numbers as they relate to each of Knowsley‟s townships. The
disaggregation of data to township level within this section of the report allows
for more detailed analysis to be undertaken. Furthermore, viewing pupil
projections data at a more localised level allows for any significant changes in
pupil numbers to be highlighted.

4.17

Where there is evidence, based on the projections, that there may be a
significant change in pupil numbers this will be investigated in the next section
of this report. This section will identify how any potential uplift in pupil
numbers, and resultant demand for additional classrooms can be
accommodated on existing sites.
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Implications for Kirkby
Table 4.3: Kirkby Primary Schools - Baseline Education Projections and
Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing Number
on Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on Role
(NOR) (2028)
Impact of SUEs
ONLY 2028
Pupil Projection
2028 (Local Plan
Growth)

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave number
Pupils
of Pupils per
cohort (year
group)
3,563
509

Existing number of pupils
occupying school places at 2014

3,247

464

2020 projections rolled forward.
Data is not available to project
further.

3,300

471

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

14

-

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban
Extensions

3,412

487

Table 4.4: Kirkby Secondary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing Number
on Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on Role
(NOR) (2028)
Impact of SUEs
ONLY 2028
Pupil Projection
2028 (Local Plan
Growth)

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave number
Pupils
of Pupils per
cohort (year
group)
2,321
464

Existing number of pupils
occupying school places at 2014

1,841

368

2020 projections rolled forward.
Data is not available to project
further.

1,742

348

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

10

-

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban
Extensions

1,822

364
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Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the projected potential additional number of
primary and secondary school pupils for Kirkby as a result of proposed
development. In cumulative it is found that across Kirkby no additional primary
or secondary places may be required by 2028.
Implications for Huyton
Table 4.5: Huyton Primary Schools - Baseline Education Projections and
Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on Role
(NOR) (2014)
Projected
Number on Role
(NOR) (2028)
Impact of SUEs
ONLY 2028
Pupil Projection
2028 (Local Plan
Growth)

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave
Pupils
number of
Pupils per
cohort
(year
group)
6,085
869

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

5,181

740

2020 projections rolled forward.
Data is not available to project
further.

5,356

765

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

35

5

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban Extensions

5,657

808
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Table 4.6: Huyton Secondary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of SUEs
ONLY 2028
Pupil
Projection 2028
(Local Plan
Growth)
4.19

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave
Pupils
number of
Pupils per
cohort
(year
group)
1,292
258

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

797

159

2020 projections rolled forward. Data
is not available to project further.

805

161

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

25

5

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban Extensions

1,020

204

Table 4.5 and 4.6 present the projected potential additional number of primary
and secondary school pupils for Huyton as a result of proposed development.
In cumulative it is found that across Huyton no additional primary or
secondary school places may be required by 2028.
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Implications for Prescot & Whiston, Cronton and Knowsley Village (PWCKV)
Table 4.7: PWCKV Primary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of
SUEs ONLY
2028
Pupil
Projection
2028 (Local
Plan Growth)

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave
Pupils
number of
Pupils per
cohort
(year
group)
2,601
372

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

2,415

345

2020 projections rolled forward. Data
is not available to project further.

2,513

359

Additional projected pupil demand for
Sustainable Urban Extensions

315

45

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites and
Sustainable Urban Extensions

2,975

425
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Table 4.8: PWCKV Secondary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of
SUEs ONLY
2028
Pupil
Projection
2028 (Local
Plan Growth)

Number of
Pupils

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

2,334

Ave
number
of Pupils
per
cohort
(year
group)
467

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

1,918

384

2020 projections rolled forward. Data
is not available to project further.

1,995

399

Additional projected pupil demand for
Sustainable Urban Extensions

225

45

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites and
Sustainable Urban Extensions

2,325

465

4.20

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 present the projected potential additional number of
primary school pupils for PWCKV as a result of proposed development. In
cumulative it is found that across PWCKV a total of 374 additional primary
school places may be required by 2028. Table 4.8 illustrates that there is
unlikely to be a requirement for additional secondary school places in PWCKV
as a result of new development. However, it is noted that there is projected to
be only a limited amount of surplus places by 2028. It is anticipated that
surplus capacity in neighbouring township areas will be adequate to meet this
demand.

4.21

However, this does not take into account the concentration of additional
places in specific communities, such as Whiston. An assessment of the
demand for primary places in the South Whiston area is presented later in this
report. This finds the need for an additional 387 primary school places by
2028. This equates to 55 additional primary school pupils per cohort (year
group) or 2 additional classrooms per year group (assuming an average class
size of 30 pupils) (see paragraph 4.21).
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To further supplement the analysis for Prescot and Whiston, paragraphs 4.24
– 4.46 of this report provide a further assessment looking at cross boundary
movement between secondary schools in this area and those nearby located
in St Helens.
Implications for Halewood
Table 4.9: Halewood Primary Schools - Baseline Education Projections
and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of
SUEs ONLY
2028
Pupil
Projection
2028 (Local
Plan Growth)

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave
Pupils
number of
Pupils per
cohort
(year
group)
1,732
247

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

1,582

226

2020 projections rolled forward. Data
is not available to project further.

1,508

215

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

203

29

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban Extensions

1,760

251
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Table 4.10: Halewood Secondary Schools - Baseline Education
Projections and Additional Development Requirements
Notes

Existing Net
Capacity
Assessments
(NCA) (2014)
Existing
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2014)
Projected
Number on
Role (NOR)
(2028)
Impact of
SUEs ONLY
2028
Pupil
Projection
2028 (Local
Plan Growth)
4.23

Existing net school capacity within
specified area

Number of Ave
Pupils
number of
Pupils per
cohort
(year
group)
1,383
277

Existing number of pupils occupying
school places at 2014

971

194

2020 projections rolled forward.
Data is not available to project
further.

940

188

Additional projected pupil demand
for Sustainable Urban Extensions

145

21

Projected NoR plus Local Plan
growth. Including all SHLAA sites
and Sustainable Urban Extensions

1,120

224

Table 4.9 and 4.10 present the projected potential additional number of
primary and Secondary school pupils for Halewood as a result of proposed
development. In cumulative it is found that across Halewood an additional 28
primary school places may be required by 2028. Table 4.10 illustrates that
there is unlikely to be a requirement for additional secondary school places in
Halewood as a result of new development.
Cross Border admissions

4.24

There is a significant amount of cross border movement of pupils throughout
the Liverpool City Region, particularly in the secondary school sector.

4.25

This is illustrated by Plans 4.1 – 4.4 below. The numbers illustrated within
these plans represent the numbers of pupils resident within each ward
attending the schools as identified by the applicable plan. The numerical data
has been supplemented with indicative colour coding of each ward to assist
understanding of this data and the spatial distribution of pupils. Darker shades
indicate increased concentrations of pupils, with paler shades indicating lower
concentrations.
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Plan 4.1: Spatial Distribution of Knowsley Primary School Pupils by
Residency

4.2: Spatial Distribution of St Helens Primary School Pupils by
Residency
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Plan 4.3: Spatial Distribution of Knowsley Secondary School Pupils by
Residency

Plan 4.4: Spatial Distribution of St Helens Secondary School Pupils by
Residency

4.25 Plans 4.1 - 4.4 clearly illustrate that a greater number of secondary than
primary school pupils travel across borders to access education provision.
Furthermore, the plans show that pupils accessing secondary education in
one local authority area can reside in areas across the Liverpool City Region.
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Table 4.1117 presents the numerical information underpinning the data
presented in Plans 4.1 – 4.4.
Table 4.11: Matrix of Pupil Residence by Secondary School Attended
(January 2014)

LA of
Residence Halton
Halton
7,069
Knowsley
127
Liverpool
65
Sefton
x
St. Helens
28

Local Authority of school attended
St.
Knowsley Lancashire Liverpool Sefton Helens
15
123
14
4,994
52
2,308
630
525
429
9
20,668
988
13
9
114
267
13,363
x
80
125
102
3
8,147

Warrington
186
x
49

Wigan
x
x
x
x
898

4.26 As there are a greater number of cross border admissions at secondary
school level (i.e. Years 7 – 11) it is appropriate to focus on this matter in
greater detail. Table 4.12 outlines the existing number of secondary pupils
attending schools in Knowsley and St Helens. The table illustrates that there
is cross border movement between the two authorities in both directions.
However, it is noted that a larger number of pupils from Knowsley currently
attend St Helens schools than the reverse.
Table 4.12: Knowsley and St Helens Secondary School Cross Border
Admissions by Local Authority Area (Baseline Position) (January 2015)

Residency
Knowsley
St Helens
Total

School location
Knowsley St Helens
4874
528
68
7998
4942
8526

Total
5402
8066

4.27

Notwithstanding the level of surplus capacity in Knowsley schools and in
other neighbouring borough schools that see a high level of cross border
movement, admissions data shows that there is enough capacity to meet
additional demands from new developments in areas of the Borough that
border Halton, Liverpool and Sefton.

4.28

The size of the proposed South Whiston SUE is likely to impact only on local
primary schools within the Whiston area as analysis shows (see Table 4.13)
the surrounding areas‟ families access primary education predominantly
within the Borough. At January 2015 a total of 1,550 or 86.4% of the 1,794
primary pupils living in the three Knowsley wards served by Whiston primary
schools are attending a Knowsley primary school.

17

Please note that „X‟ represents where the numbers of applicable pupils are too small to publish due
to data protection restrictions.
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Table 4.13: Spatial Distribution of Pupil Residence for Knowsley and St
Helens Primary Schools (by Ward)

Residence
Prescot East Ward
Whiston North Ward
Whiston South Ward
Total

School location
Knowsley
St Helens
584
72
407
118
559
54
1550
244

Source: School Census Jan 2015

4.29

Whiston primary schools are expected to face increased admissions numbers
due to pressure on places in both Prescot and outside the borough in St
Helens. The current surplus of between 7%-17% within Whiston primary
schools is likely to fill up without any additional housing based on existing
„baseline‟ projections of pupil numbers based on birth rates.

4.30

The area surrounding the South Whiston SUE is currently served by 3 primary
schools with a combined surplus capacity of 95 places. This is sufficient to
meet demand based on baseline 2014 projections (i.e. need based on known
existing birth rates only). However, an additional 55 places per year is likely to
be required in the primary phase as a result of proposed developments via the
Local Plan process (see paragraph 4.21). This will necessitate the addition of
2 forms of entry to existing schools as a minimum, or a new two form entry
primary school.

4.31

Secondary school children within the locality of the South Whiston SUE are
served by two schools, Knowsley‟s St Edmund Arrowsmith and St Helens‟
Rainhill High. As both of these schools are typically oversubscribed, any
additional demand as a result of future development will have an impact on
admissions to both schools and a „knock on‟ effect for admissions and
capacity to secondary schools further away.

4.32

Currently, secondary school cross border admissions result in more Knowsley
pupils attending St Helens schools than the reverse. This is illustrated by
Table 4.12 presented earlier in this report.

4.33

The majority of admissions to Rainhill High and St Edmund Arrowsmith are
resident in six specific wards, three in Knowsley (Prescot East, Whiston North
and Whiston South), and three in St Helens (Eccleston, Rainhill and Thatto
Heath).

4.34

Trends in local birth rates and current primary school numbers suggest
current capacity will be sufficient to meet anticipated demand at secondary
level as combined birth rates for the above mentioned wards remain stable for
children born to date and due to start attending secondary school between
September 2015 and 2024.
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The birth rates in the above mentioned wards in Knowsley and St Helens are
listed in Table 4.14 below.
Table 4.14: Admissions projected demand by year of birth (Six Specific
Wards)

Total
(6 wards)

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

Prescot East
Whiston
North
Whiston
South

2001-02

Thatto Heath

2000-01

Eccleston
Rainhill

1999-00

Ward

1998-99

Live Births by Ward, by Year

95

95

99

90

94

85

97

96

90

85

79

89

69

83

72

96

101

80

102

99

111

100

80

88

74

65

72

90

67

90

141

127

123

134

139

154

160

169

160

191

184

203

185

187

173

102

89

82

106

121

123

371
-29

87

93

85 -4000
90

84

83

84

81

78

76

70

102

110

100

88

605

607

565

580

-1041
1104

-441
16

In
-325
178

91

94

98

74

81

82

86

79

76

79

65

70

70

88

100

106

94

90

97

101

92

89

93

83

574

607

635

615

612

628

594

617

604

621

611

Source: ONS, 2014

4.36 This data presented in Table 4.14 evidences no overall increase in expected
demand for school places due to fluctuations in the birth rate, with a rise of
only 1% since 1998/99. Figures are based on the assumption that births are
spread evenly throughout the calendar year and split on a 2/3 and 1/3 basis to
reflect the academic year beginning 1st September.
4.37 We can project these numbers forward on the basis of the academic year to
measure changes in anticipated demand for secondary school places from
these areas assuming no additional building at this point (see graph 4.1
below).
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Graph 4.1: Anticipated admissions numbers within Six Specific Wards
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4.38 Graph 4.1 illustrates that there will be no significant rise in demand for places
due to the current population of the areas served by the two schools.
4.39 The South of Whiston SUE will comprise dwellings ranging from 1.2-2.5
kilometres distance from St Edmund Arrowsmith, and 2-3.5k distance from
Rainhill High. As both schools include „straight line distance‟ from the school
to a pupils home as a deciding factor in admissions decisions, in any year that
either school is oversubscribed pupils resident in the new households are
likely to take places currently taken by children living at a greater distance
from the school.
4.40 Tables 4.15 and 4.16 below illustrate the number of pupils attending Rainhill
High and St Edmund Arrowsmith respectively, by approximate distance of the
pupil‟s residence from each school.
Table 4.15: Existing Cross Border Admissions to Rainhill High School by
Distance (Neighbouring Local Authorities)

Resident Local Authority
Area
St Helens children Y7-11
Knowsley children Y7-11
Halton children Y7-11
Liverpool children Y7-11
Sefton children Y7-11
All Children Y7-11

Total pupils
attending
Rainhill High
800
316
11
12
7
1146

Distance of pupil postcode from Rainhill High
Between 2km
Greater than
Within 2km
and 4km
4km
448
330
22
5
275
36
0
9
2
0
0
12
0
0
7
453
614
79
Zone for Potentially Displaced
Pupils

Source: School Census January 2015
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Table 4.16: Existing Cross Border Admissions to St Edmund Arrowsmith
by Distance (Neighbouring Local Authorities)

Resident Local Authority
Area
St Helens children Y7-11
Knowsley children Y7-11
Halton children Y7-11
Liverpool children Y7-11
Sefton children Y7-11
All Children Y7-11

Total pupils
attending St
Edmund
Arrowsmith
36
968
3
8
1
1016

Distance of pupil postcode from St Edmund
Arrowsmith

Within 2km
27
485
0
0
0
512

Between
Greater than
2km and 4km
4km
8
1
305
178
0
3
0
8
0
1
313
191
Zone for Potentially Displaced
Pupils

Source: School Census January 2015

4.41

In the case of Knowsley children wishing to attend Rainhill High, most of those
potentially affected by this issue will be applicants residing in Knowsley,
specifically the Huyton area. This is because Huyton is the area of Knowsley
that is approximately 4 kilometres (Km) or more from Rainhill High.

4.42

However, if this scenario was to occur in the future, it should be noted that the
Huyton area has sufficient secondary school places locally at either Lord
Derby Academy or nearby Liverpool schools.

4.43

At completion, the South of Whiston SUE is likely to generate approximately
45 new secondary school applicants a year, and as both Rainhill High and
SEA are popular choices they are likely to attract applications from all families
resident in the area.

4.44

Tables 4.14 – 4.15 illustrate that currently there are 79 pupils resident at a
distance of 4k or greater from Rainhill, 36 resident in Knowsley, and 22
resident in St Helens. There are currently 504 pupils attending St Edmund
Arrowsmith living at a distance of 2k or greater from the school, 483 of whom
are resident in Knowsley and only 9 of whom are resident in St Helens.

4.45

Currently 42% of Whiston North Ward resident secondary aged children
attend schools in St Helens (predominantly Rainhill High). If this proportion is
applied to both schools results in cumulative additional demand would be 95
children at Rainhill (all ages, 19 per admission year) and 130 children at St
Edmund Arrowsmith (26 per admission year).

4.46

If 42% of new children within the proposed South Whiston SUE apply to
Rainhill and are admitted, then an average 19 children living further away will
be displaced in each round of admissions. With children attending the school
from 5 Merseyside boroughs, pupils failing to get a place are twice as likely to
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be from outside St Helens, as over 70% of pupils living further than 4km from
the school are from outside the district.
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5.

Impact

5.1

This section of the report outlines the potential implications and impacts of
projected increase in pupil numbers in Knowsley, including consideration of
cross boundary implications for St Helens.
Addressing Potential Additional Education Demand

5.2

Section 4 of this report has presented the findings of the model and outlined a
potential scenario where additional pupils are introduced to Knowsley as a
result of new development proposed as part of the Local Plan process.

5.3

These findings are summarised in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below, disaggregated
by each township area within Knowsley. The tables also illustrate how any
potential deficit in supply could be addressed in the future.

5.4

To understand how deficits in supply can be addressed consideration has
been given to existing education infrastructure. This includes having regard to
existing school sites, including adjacent land and opportunities for expansion
and/or redevelopment.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Findings and Potential to Address Additional Demand (Primary Schools)
Existing
Pupils
NOR
(2014)

Huyton

5,181

Existing
Capacity

Pupil
Projection
2028
(Local
Plan
scenario)

Projected
Surplus /
Deficit
(2028)

Projected
Additional
Classrooms
Required
(2028)

6,085

5,657

428 surplus

-

Existing Availability of Existing Sites to Address
Projected Deficit (where applicable)

Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 11
Number of Schools with sites large enough to increase capacity
11

Kirkby

3,247

3,563

3,412

151 surplus

-

Number of schools with both elements 5
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 5
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 6

Prescot
and
Whiston

Halewood

2,415

2,601

2,975

-374

1.8–2 forms of
entry.

Number of schools with both elements 4
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 1 Prescot, 1 Whiston
& 0 Cronton = Totalling 2
Number of Schools with sites large enough to increase capacity 1
Prescot, 2 Whiston & 0 Cronton = Totalling 3

1,582

1,732

1,760

-28

- average of 4
additional pupil
places per year.

Number of schools with both elements 0 Prescot, 0 Whiston & 0
Cronton = Totalling 0
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 2
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 2
Number of schools with both elements 0
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Table 5.2: Summary of Findings and Potential to Address Additional Demand (Secondary Schools)
Existing
Pupils
NOR
(2014)

Huyton

797

Existing
Capacity

Pupil
Projection
2028
(Local
Plan
scenario)

Projected
Surplus /
Deficit
(2028)

Projected
Additional
Classrooms
Required
(2028)

1,292

1,020

272 surplus

-

Existing Availability of Sites to Address Projected
Deficit
(where applicable)

Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 1
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 1

Kirkby

1,841

2,321

1,822

499 surplus

-

Number of schools with both elements 1
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 2
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 1

Prescot
and
Whiston

Halewood

1,918

971

2,334

1,383

2,325

1,120

9 surplus

263 surplus

Additional
demand will be
lead by parental
preference at
the admissions
18
stage .

-

Number of schools with both elements 1
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 1 Prescot, 1 Whiston
& 0 Cronton = Totalling 2
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 1
Prescot, 0 Whiston & 0 Cronton = Totalling 1
Number of schools with both elements 1 Prescot, 0 Whiston & 0
Cronton = Totalling 1
Number of schools with 30+ surplus places 1
Number of Schools with site’s large enough to increase capacity 0
Number of schools with both elements 0

18

Approximately 1.5 forms of entry may be displaced across Huyton and St Helens, where sufficient capacity currently exists.
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5.5

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate that based on the pupil projections outlined in this
report there is scope to accommodate these needs within Knowsley. Whilst
there are projected changes to pupil numbers across Knowsley, the
projections illustrate a particular pressure within the Whiston area for primary
school provision.

5.6

Notwithstanding this pressure within Whiston, this report has evidenced, at a
strategic level that projected additional pupil demand may be dealt with by
either:
a)
b)
c)

sufficient existing surplus places on existing sites;
scope to add classrooms to existing sites;‟ and/or
a new primary school

5.7

However, it should be noted that Table 5.1 (see final column) only illustrates
existing surplus places within Whiston primary schools (i.e. at 2014). This
„surplus‟ information is provided at this stage for illustrative purposes and
does not take into account the pupil projections outlined in this report up to
2028. As part of this exercise it would not be prudent at this stage to attempt
to spatially model, beyond township level, how existing primary school
capacity may be absorbed by new pupils. This is because school specific
pressure will principally be driven by parental choice and accessibility. This
can be driven by a variety factors, including decisions regarding faith
schooling and transport provision, road layout and infrastructure. In the
context of faith, it should be noted that of the two Whiston primary schools
with capacity to expand, one offers community (non-faith) schooling and the
other offers mixed community / catholic schooling.

5.8

In addition to these uncertainties, it is clear that whilst 2 primary school sites
within Whiston have capacity to expand, in cumulative their expansion
capacity may not be enough to cater for the full projected demand for
additional primary school provision. Of the two schools in question, there is an
evidenced capacity to expand by a maximum of 1.5 forms of entry across all
year groups (i.e. reception and years 1-6).

5.9

A further consideration is the residential capacity of the South Whiston SUE.
For the purposes of this report and model, the capacity outlined in the SHLAA
process (i.e. 1503 dwellings) has been used. This is consistent with the Core
Strategy policy which states that the proposed allocation is suitable for
approximately 1,500 dwellings. However, paragraph 6A.28 of the Core
Strategy states that additional capacity may be achievable should land
currently planned for the expansion of Fox‟s Bank Lane Cemetery become
available for development. There are also uncertainties relating to the
capacity of any future planning application, which could exceed 1,500
dwellings, subject to it being acceptable in planning terms and infrastructure
capacity.

5.10

If additional housing capacity were to be delivered on the South Whiston SUE,
additional dwellings delivered within the site are likely to place an additional
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pressure on primary school places within the Whiston area. If this scenario
occurred it is likely to strengthen the case for a new primary school rather
than expansion of existing sites as there may not be sufficient capacity on
existing sites.
5.11

Realistically, a definitive decision on the best option for catering for additional
pupil demand in Whiston can only be made once the detailed master planning
stage, which must inform any future planning application for development of
the South Whiston SUE, has been reached. At this stage a more precise
calculation of development capacity will need to be undertaken and decisions
around house types may be made. The provision of this information, along
with further updates to baseline pupil demand calculations, will then assist the
Council in refining the model used within this report.
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6.

Next Steps and Delivery

6.1

This report has been undertaken to support the examination of Knowsley‟s
Local Plan. It also seeks to address concerns raised by St Helens Council in
relation to their representations in response to Knowsley Council‟s proposed
modifications consultation.

6.2

This report models potential future pupil demand within Knowsley‟s primary
and secondary schools. On the basis of evidence presented in this report, it is
considered that there are a range of options in Knowsley‟s education
infrastructure to meet projected future demands.

6.3

The delivery of additional primary school infrastructure in Whiston is
supported by the provisions of proposed Core Strategy Policy SUE 2c
„Sustainable Urban Extension – South of Whiston and Land South of M62‟.
This policy outlines (at clause 2d) that new development within the SUE
should deliver new infrastructure, including consideration of a new primary
school and/or financial contributions to meet identified needs off-site. This is
consistent with the findings of this report. Furthermore, the findings of this
report provide further evidence to support policy SUE 2c.

6.4

Whilst the Council considers the evidence presented in this report to be
robust, it is clear that in order to undertake this exercise at this stage a
number of assumptions have been made. These include, for example,
assumptions regarding:




the number of new homes that will be delivered on sites currently without
planning permission and their rate of delivery;
the number of new Knowsley residents that will occupy future
developments in the Borough; and
the number of children of school age each new household will comprise.

6.5

In light of these uncertainties the evidence presented in this report provides
only one potential scenario for future pupil demand. Therefore at this stage
this assessment cannot be used for planning the delivery of future
infrastructure.

6.6

This report merely seeks to evidence that future pupil growth could be
accommodated within Knowsley if required in the future. As part of the
Council‟s annual monitoring of school provision and liaison with the DfE this
issue will continue to be reviewed in order to inform future Section 106
negotiations in relation to education infrastructure at planning application
stage.
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Appendix 1: Plan Showing Knowsley Education Provision (2015)
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Appendix 2: Examples of Completed Residential Schemes in Knowsley
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Planning
Reference
03/01032/REM
04/01198/FUL

Township
Area
Halewood

Completio
ns (total)
130

Annual
breakdown
2004/05: 12
2005/06: 36
2006/07: 30
2007/08: 24
2008/09: 28

Notes

English Martyrs R
C Primary School
(vacant),
Windermere Drive

05/00312/FUL
05/00358/FUL

Kirkby

120

2006/07: 22
2007/08: 54
2008/09: 9
2009/10: 28
2010/11: 7

Market housing
estate in Kirkby.
Developer:
Persimmon
Homes

Disused Quarry
(Rear Of Whiston
Hospital), Delph
Lane

04/00787/FUL

PWCKV

84

2006/07: 5
2007/08:12
2008/09: 34
2009/10: 33

Market housing
estate in
Whiston.
Developer:
Roland Bardsley
Homes Ltd.

Land At
Greensbridge
Lane
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Market housing
estate at the
north eastern
edge of
Halewood.
Developer:
Barratt Homes
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Appendix 3: Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition / Explanation

Allocated Site /
Site Allocation

Sits which are identified for a specific use e.g. housing or
Green Belt on the Local Plan Policies Map

Community
Schools

A community school is a type of state-funded school in which
the local education authority (LEA) is responsible for the
school's admissions and owns the school's estate.

Core Strategy

The Core Strategy forms the central part of the Local Plan and
sets out the long term spatial vision, spatial objectives and
strategic policies for the Borough. The Core Strategy has the
status of a Development Plan Document.

Developer
Contribution

In-kind or financial contributions provided by developers to
contribute to the cost of infrastructure and other items, in order
that the development is acceptable in planning terms and
accords with the policies in the Local Plan. This can take the
form of a legal agreement or the operation of a tariff-based
system for contributions. Legal agreements may take the form
of a "planning obligation", which is a legally enforceable
obligation entered into under section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 to mitigate the impacts of a
development proposal.

Evidence Base

The range of reports, studies, data and surveys specifically
collected and used to inform Local Plan preparation.

Infrastructure
Delivery Plan
(IDP)

Supporting the Core Strategy and the wider Local Plan, this will
set out the range of existing, planned and required
infrastructure within the local authority area. This will identify
standards of provision which should be adhered to, and set out
the key infrastructure projects which will be critical to the
successful delivery of the Local Plan.

Local Plan

The Local Plan is a portfolio of documents that forms the
statutory local development plan, including the Core Strategy,
Waste Plan and Site Allocations and Development Policies
documents. Together these documents will provide the
framework for delivering the spatial planning strategy and
policies for the local authority area.
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Definition / Explanation

Master Plan

An outline of the vision for the development of an area
indicating the broad principles which should be followed in its
development.

Mid-year
Population
Estimates

The mid-year estimates refer to the population on 30 June of
the reference year and are published annually by ONS. They
are the official set of population estimates for the UK. Figures
relate to the usually resident population and account for longterm international migrants but not for short-term migrants
(people who come to or leave the country for a period of less
than 12 month).

National
Curriculum Year
(NCY)

The National Curriculum year designates the stage of education
a child is taught at. In mainstream schooling this will correspond
to age at start of the academic year (1st September). The first
year of statutory schooling is designated Reception Year or YR
(Child aged 4 on 31st August that year) and then runs Y1 to Y11
(final year of statutory education, when child will turn 16 and
complete GCSEs).

Net Capacity
Assessments
(NCA)

The NCA is an assessment that calculates the capacity of the
school estate. The assessment is also used alongside Number
on Roll to calculate Surplus Capacity.

Number on Roll
(NoR)

NOR is the total number of pupils attending a school. The NOR
in this document reflects statutory school age pupils, excluding
Nursery pupils and sixth formers

Strategic
Housing Land
Availability
Assessment
(SHLAA)

A Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment is a
systematic assessment of the land developable and
deliverable for housing within an area. The assessment
includes a „Call for Sites‟ where the public can promote sites
as being suitable for housing development and appraisal of
deliverability by a panel of developers and Registered
Providers active in the local market.

Supplementary
Planning
Document
(SPD)

Supplementary Planning Documents provide supplementary
information in respect of the policies contained in the Local
Plan, and tend to focus on particular issues or on particular
places. They do not form part of the Development Plan and
are not subject to an independent examination.

Sustainable
Urban Extension
(SUE)

Areas which are being removed from the Green Belt to
accommodate Knowsley‟s needs for new housing and
employment development up to 2028 and beyond. Sustainable
Urban Extensions are areas which are capable of development
when needed and to provide for an efficient use of
infrastructure and land which is well integrated with existing
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Definition / Explanation

development
Voluntary Aided
(VA)

VA schools in Knowsley are either Roman Catholic or Church
of England. These schools are governed by their relevant
churches and the Governing body employs all school staff and
manages its Admissions Policy.
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